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Abstract 
This article analyzes the demand-induced technical direction in developing countries under the hypothesis of 
nonhomothetic preferences. The developing countries face two directed technical changes, one is skill-biased and the 
other is unskill-biased. Changes in the structure of the social labor force or the social consumption or the rate of 
exogenous technical progress affect the profit gap between the two technologies. The basic conclusions are that, 
when the consumption structure is similar between different social classes, the firm prefers the skill-biased 
technology; when the rate of technical change increases, the firm prefers the unskill-biased technology satisfying 
some conditions. 
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1. Introduction 
Since 1970’, the OECD countries have experienced a period when skills premium increases. The 
theory of skill-biased technical change is an important exp lanation about the economic phenomenon. The 
most important point about endogenous SBTC is made by Acemoglu. In  Acemoglu (1998,2002), he set up 
a mechanism to explain why there is SBTC when the relat ive supply of skills increases. In the process of 
endogenous technical change, the innovator maximums  the profit  and the technical progre ss is 
distinguished into two types, one is complementary with skills and another is complementary with 
unskills. When the structure of the labor force changes, there are two effects, which are price effect and 
market size effect. The former induces the innovation biasing to scarce element, so the price of the 
technology used by this scarce element is higher. But the latter, market size effect makes the innovation 
biasing to abundant element, because there is a bigger market size and much more demand for the  
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technology. So if the market size effect is stronger than price effect, there will be SBTC when skills 
increases. [1][2] 
The issue about the demand-induced innovation, in Foelimi and Zwemüller(2006), they provide the 
price effect and market size effect of innovation. The difference between this model and the previous 
model in Zwemüller(2000,2005) is that, the price of the new goods is not exogenous. So the firm not only 
considers the change of consumer’s demand, but also considers the accepted price of d if ferent consumers. 
When the income inequality increases, there will be two effects on innovation firms. The first effect is the 
firm can ask for h igher price, which could increase the returns of the new goods. At the same time, the 
market  size is smaller than before, which could decrease the returns of the new goods. So the result 
depends on the strength of the two effects. In their model, the price effect dominants the market size 
effect, so the increasing inequality is helpful to innovate. [3][4][5] 
This paper sets up a model to exp lain how a country’s consumption structure affect the choice of 
technical direction. The logic of this paper is that the preference of consumer is hierarchic and the utility 
is the increasing function of goods` variety. The consumption scale as the structure of social consumption, 
which depends on income, is different between the poor and the rich. The wage is more in using SBTC. 
There are two selling stages. At the beginning, the firm sells the new goods to the rich. Later, the f irm sell 
the goods to all household, the less the cost, the more the profit. There is a profit gap with different 
technical choice. The conclusions are that when the consumption structure is similar between different 
social classes, the firm prefers the skill-biased technology; when the rate of technical change increases, 
the firm prefers the unskill-biased technology satisfying some conditions.    
2. Consumption under the Hypothesis of Nonhomothetic Preferences  
This paper still follows the description about preferences in Foelimi and Zweimüller(2006). Consider 
the preferences is non-homothetic, so the utility does not depends on the quantity of the consumption 
goods, it is related to the variety of the goods purchased by a household.  
2.1 Instantaneous utility  
Consider the different products index by ),0[ fj , and can be ranked according to consumption 
priority. )( jc units of goods j yield utility )())(( jjcv [ , )( jc equals to 1, if it is consumed, otherwise, 
)( jc  equals to 0. This allows us to normalize ))(( jcv to v(0)=0 and v(1)=1. )( j[ is a  weighting function, 
with 0)( c j[  and takes the form J[  jj)( , )1,0[J . If the goods are continuous, the instantaneous 
utility  function can be written as djjjcjcu ³f  0 )())(( J , if the first tN goods are consumed in time-t, it takes 
the constant-elasticity form J
JJ
  
³ 1))(( 10 tN Ndjjjcu t . 
We assume consumers have an infinite time horizon, so the object is to maxims the total utility 
function dtedjtjcjU t
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f ³ ³ , where U and V1 means the ratio of time preferences 
and the elasticity of inter-temporal substitution.  
2.2 Household budget constrains 
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The wage is the only source of income. The source of a household’s  heterogeneity is labor’s  skill. 
Generally, the budget constrains can be written as  
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household maximizes the utility function subject to the budget constraint. Setting up the Lagrangian and 
obtain the conditions for c(j,t) ),(),(
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),( tjz denotes the willingness to pay for a product, and the parameter P is the Lagrangian multiplier, 
the marginal utility of income at the initial date τ, so the P
WUW )(),(  ttRe is the inverse of marginal utility of 
income at date t. The rich have a lower marginal utility of income, and their willingness to pay is higher.  
3. The Decision of Wage and Price for Maximum Profit 
3.1 Production function and the wage 
We assume that at date t, there are different goods ],0[ tNj . The workers are heterogeneity in 
capacity. The unskills work in firms using unskill-biased technology A to produce 
goods ],0[ pNj and purchase goods ],0[ pNj . The skills work in firms using the same technology 
to produce goods ],[ tp NNj and purchase goods ],0[ tNj . The firms can set price. The production 
function is biALtjQ  ),( (b<1) [6](i=u,s) u denotes the unskills and s denotes the skills with respective 
population size E and 1-E , the total labor is 1. So the wage is written by 
 
),(1 tjpbALw bij                                                                                                                                  (2) 
If the firm producing a new product gives up technology A, and purchases skill -biased technology AS 
from foreign country, then the technology increases the demand for skills and enlarges the wage disparity. 
The firm can set higher price for the rich. So the wage in the new section is    
),(1 tjpcALw csj c c                                                                                                                                 (2`) 
),( tjpc > ),( tjp , c>b, cjw > jw . Making the decision of the technology, the firm should consider the 
cost and the return. If he chooses the skill-biased technology, he will have higher price effect and higher 
cost including higher purchasing cost and higher wage. So we will analysis the profit flow in the product 
life cycle when using different technology. 
3.2 Price of differentiated goods 
A monopoly firm determines the price to maximize the profit. There exists a good, the profit is no 
difference between selling to the rich or selling to the all. So we can get the equation  
)()()()()()()()( pspsppspupuppu NLNwNYNpNLNwNYNp    
)()1()( pspu NpNp E                                                                                                                            (3)                  
The left  of the equation means the profit when selling to the all and the right means the profit  when 
selling to the rich. At the same time )()( pupu NpNz  )()( psps NpNz  )()1()( pspu NzNz E  
From the equation of the willingness to pay of the rich, we can have 
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So price of a new good in its life cycle satisfies the condition  
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If the firm uses the skill-biased technology, the price is pc at first, then  
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No matter which technology is used, the wage of the poor is unchanged, so they have the same 
willingness to pay, so 1
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Equation (4) is the decreasing function of β. Equation (4) is also the decreasing function of n .  
4. The Changing of Price and Wage with Time 
4.1 The changing of price with time 
From the relationship between price and the willingness to pay, we have the equation for good j, 
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expresses the constant increasing rate of the menu of consumed goods and the economic growth 
rate and the technology progress rate. For the poor, there is exactly the same expression as equation (5) 
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By the same calculation, we can have the general expression  
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function of economic growth rate. 
4.2 The changing of the wage with time 
Recall that ),(1 tjpbALw bij  , taking logs and the derivative with respect to time t yields  
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The growth rate of wage is faster than that of price, so the profit obtained in the early period is more 
than that in the later period. And if the price is higher, the profit  will be larger. From this point, the price 
effect can dominant the market size effect. We will d iscuss the current value of profit flow in the 
product’s  life cycle in next section. 
5. The Current Value of Profit Flow Using Different Technology 
5.1 The time tnterval of consumption  
A firm sells good to the rich init ially until the date when the price are cut and the poor can purchase. 
So there exists a time interval, during the time interval, the good becomes necessity from luxury, and the 
demand of the firm equals unity from 1-β. Let  Δ denotes the time interval and satisfies )()( tNtN tp  ' , 
Np grows at the rate g, and we can write )()( tNetN tgp  ' . Taking logs and solving for Δ yields 
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5.2 The current value of profit flow using unskill-biased technology 
At dates ),[ ' tts , when firms sell only to the rich, the profit flow equals  
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The current value of the profit flow equals  
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At dates ),,[ f' ts when firm sells to all households, the profit flow can be written as  
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And the current value of profit flow at the dates is  
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Where )1( J! gr  
Equation (11) adds equation (12), then we can get the total current value of profit flow in the product’s 
life cycle using the unskill-biased technology. 
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5.3 The current value of profit flow using skill-biased technology 
Using the same calculation, we can get  the current value of profit flow at 
date ),[ ' tts , ),,[ f' ts  and the total current value. Equation (10) (12) (13) can be rewritten as 
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5.4 The choice of technology 
The gap of the profit flow equals  
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The more the value, the more possibility to choose the skill-b iased technology, with the constant 
purchasing cost. So we will analyze the changing of the profit gap when the variable changes.  
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The profit gap is the increasing function of n. If n increases, the time interval of selling to the rich is 
shorter and the positive gap of profit flow decreases. At the same time, the negative p rofit  gap also 
decreases, because the price asked for to all the people decreases with higher n. The reduction degree of 
the negative profit gap is larger than that of the positive profit  gap. As a result, the total profit gap value is 
enlarged and the firm prefers the skill-biased technology. 
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This is the relat ionship of profit gap and the economic growth rate or the rate of the rate of the menu of 
the consumed goods. If g satisfies JJ )1(
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. The reasons are similar with n’s 
change.  
6. Conclusions 
From the analysis, we have some conclusions. 
Firstly, the structure of consumption can affect the choice of technology. It affects the choice through 
the consumption time interval and the price when the good consumed by all the people. The profit gap 
consists two parts. The first is the positive gap of profit flow with a higher price by using skill-b iased 
technology and the second is the negative gap of profit flow, because of the same price and higher wage 
by using skill-biased technology. When n increases, the first positive gap of profit flow is reduced with 
shorter time interval and the negative gap of profit  flow is reduced as well with lower price for all the 
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people. The latter’s degree is larger than that of the former, so the total gap is enlarged and the possibility 
to use skill-biased technology is more.  
Secondly, the economic growth rate can affect the choice o f technology. As the analysis before, the 
rate of economic growth through influencing the profit gap in two consumption stage change the direction 
of technology. A bigger g means shorter time interval with higher price effect in th e first selling stage, a 
bigger negative profit  gap in the second selling stage with faster increasing rate of wage cost and price 
asked for. So the profit gap is less, and the possibility of using skill-biased technology is less than before.  
  At last, we can have the following advice. A larger ratio and more income of the rich and the longer 
time interval o f the good consumed by the rich are favorable to choose skill-b iased technology. So if the 
income d isparity is mainly caused by the SBTC, it is necess ary to improve the income distribution by 
changing the technical direct ion through the structure the consumption and the exogenous economic 
growth rate. 
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